Lift’n Buddy Powered Lifting Keg Transporter
Powered Lift Capability... 2-Wheel Truck Simplicity
The ultimate tool for keg transporting, lifting and loading.
Compact size, unmatched maneuverability, ease-of-use
and powered lift mechanism make the Keg Lifter perfect
for use at: Beer Distributors, Pubs and Restaurants, Micro
Breweries, Liquor Stores, Wholesale Clubs, Casinos,
Nightclubs, Function Halls, Catering Facilities, Arenas,
Stadiums and more.
Simply wheel the Keg Lifter up to a keg until its sturdy
lifting bracket positively engages the keg’s top handle. The
bracket design ensures the keg is held firmly and securely
in place while lifting, lowering and transporting.
The Keg Lifter can be moved in two ways: for longer
distances it tilts back like a conventional two-wheel hand
truck; or in confined or congested spaces it can be
maneuvered with all four wheels on the ground. The unit is
freestanding even when loaded and lifted. Kegs are raised
or lowered quickly by simply engaging the rocker style lift
control which is conveniently mounted to the drive/steer
handle for easy access.
Works with a variety of keg sizes and styles. Use it to stack
or unstack kegs from one another; load shelves in store
rooms, coolers or tap rooms; or load customer vehicles.
The Keg Lifter’s battery provides ample power for a full
shift and recharges quickly with the 110V charger included
with each unit.

Patent Pending

Works with a wide variety of
keg shapes and sizes

Sturdy lifting bracket provides
sure grip for steady travel/lifting

Unique caster design allows for
upright or tilted movement

Adjustable lifting bracket
accommodates shorter kegs

Retail Handling Solutions operates in full compliance with the laws, rules and
regulations of the countries in which it operates. Retail Handling Solutions
goods may not be sold, exported, re-exported, transferred or otherwise
transported to any country or individuals for which the U.S. Government
maintains any sanction, embargo, or conduct any activity that is contrary to
U.S. Export Law.
Terms & Conditions of Sale can be reviewed under the Resources tab located
at www.RetailHandlingSolutions.com
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175 lbs. (80 kg)
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37.4 in
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2 x 12 VDC, 7.2
Ah, non-spillable

Input 120 VAC:
Output 24 VDC, 2A

77 lbs.
35 kg

Keg Lifter Improves Worker Productivity and Safety
Employees who handle heavy
(160 lb.) beer kegs will appreciate
the convenience and versatility
of the Lift’n Buddy Keg Lifter. Its
175 pound lifting capacity and
10” pneumatic wheels simplify keg
transport and lifting.
In liquor stores, they can use it to
pick kegs from pallets and place
them in walk-in coolers.
In bars and pubs, it can be used to
stack kegs on top of each other or
load kegs onto shelves in tap rooms.

Keg Lifter Improves the Customer Experience
The Keg Lifter is a great way to
deliver top shelf customer service
too. Use it to retrieve orders for
customers, deliver them to the
checkout aisle, and then bring
them to the parking lot and load
them into the customer’s vehicle.
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Stock & Roll

U-Leveler

Lift'n Buddy Pail Lifter

Lift'n LNB-2
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